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Foreword

Wouter Wils

There is probably no academic competition lawyer who has been more prominent in the past 35 years in the United Kingdom, the European Union and far beyond than Richard Whish.

Richard Whish has taught many generations of students, first at Bristol University, and since 1991 at King’s College London, where as Emeritus Professor since 2013 he remains in charge of the very successful EU Competition Law distance-learning programme, as well as during a long spell at the College of Europe in Bruges. His former students are strongly represented in competition authorities, law firms and academia in Europe (including the UK) and many other parts of the world.

For many years, and still today, Richard has regularly given lectures and presentations, including his very popular ‘recent developments’ lectures, at law firms, economic consultancies, competition authorities and universities around the world. He is also an oft-invited and much-loved conference chair.

Even those (rare) competition lawyers who have not been his student or heard him speak will know Richard Whish through his Competition Law textbook, which from its first edition in 1985 until its current ninth edition, and now written together with his former student David Bailey, has set the standard for competition law textbooks in Europe and beyond. The tenth edition is no doubt already in gestation.

Richard Whish has also a been qualified solicitor since 1977, and was a partner at the City law firm Watson Farley & Williams from 1989 to 1998. He was a member of the Advisory Panel of the Director General of Fair Trading from 2001 to 2003, a non-executive director on the Board of the Office of Fair Trading from 2003 to 2009, and a member of the Board of the Singapore Energy Markets Authority from 2005 to 2011.

In 2014, Richard Whish was appointed Queen’s Counsel Honoris Causa, in recognition of his major contribution to the law of England and Wales outside practice in the courts.
When Richard Whish was asked in an interview by Nicolas Petit in 2012 why he worked in competition law and how he first got into it, he replied:

When I was asked at school what I wanted to do at university I said “Economics”. My (very traditional) school thought that this was madness, and assured me that I should do law. I did so, and basically hated it, although I did quite well. When I went on to do a postgraduate degree [in 1977–78] I took a course called “Monopolies, Mergers and Restrictive Trade Practices” (created by Sir Jeremy Lever), and that was when my career started – the point being, of course, it is law with economics.\(^1\)

At that time, the applicable competition law in the United Kingdom consisted of the monopoly and mergers provisions of the Fair Trading Act 1973, the Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1976, the Restrictive Trade Practices Court Act 1976 and the Resale Prices Act 1976, as well as, following the then still recent accession of the UK to the European Communities (as they were then known), Articles 85 and 86 EEC.\(^2\) In those European Communities, English was not yet the most used common language. In the wider world, most jurisdictions outside North America and Western Europe had no competition laws.

In the Preface of the first edition of his *Competition Law* book, published by Butterworths in 1985, Richard Whish wrote:

In recent years competition law has been developing at a remarkable rate throughout the world. I embarked upon this venture with three particular aims in mind. The first was to describe within one volume the provisions both of domestic and EEC competition law… In particular my aim was to illustrate both the convergences and divergences between UK and EEC law and to question which of the two systems adopted the more rational and coherent approach to particular competition problems. My second intention was to emphasize the importance of considering competition in its economic context… My third aim in writing this book was to provide at least a brief glimpse of the competition (or antitrust) law of the USA… I hope that this book will be of interest not only to students of competition law itself but also to anyone interested in the relationship of law to economics and to students of economics concerned with the effect of monopoly and competition on economic performance. I further hope that it will provide useful comparative material for observers of other systems of competition law.

---


2 The EC (later EU) Merger Regulation had not yet come into existence.
In the 35 years since the first edition of Richard Whish’s *Competition Law*, the competition law landscape in the United Kingdom, in Europe and in the wider world has changed enormously.

Regulation (EEC) No 4064/89 introduced merger control at EEC (later EC and now EU) level in September 1990. The Competition Act 1998 aligned UK domestic competition rules with EC competition law (then Articles 81 and 82 EC) in March 2000. This reform swept away in particular what Peter Freeman CBE QC (Hon) in this Liber Amicorum describes as the “peculiarly British system of control” of the Restrictive Trade Practices Act, which had taken up a significant part of the first three editions of Richard Whish’s *Competition Law*. Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 decentralised the application of EC competition law in May 2004 and made the application of Articles 81 and 82 EC (now Articles 101 and 102 TFEU) mandatory for the competition authorities and courts of the EU Member States whenever they apply domestic competition law to agreements or practices falling within the scope of EU competition law. It also created the European Competition Network, which groups the European Commission and the competition authorities of the EU Member States.

The UK competition regime, however, never became a mere copy of the EU system. The UK system kept, in particular, an interesting specificity in its market investigations and merger control regimes, and the Enterprise Act 2002 added another two, the criminal cartel offence and company director disqualification orders.

In the same 35 years, the European Communities/European Union enlarged, taking in 18 new Member States from southern, northern and central and eastern Europe. In part as a result of this enlargement (of which the UK was always a strong proponent), English became the most used common language in EU circles generally, and in the EU competition law world in particular.

In the same period, competition law also spread around the globe. According to the latest count, competition authorities exist today in no less than 139 jurisdictions. Most of these newer jurisdictions have chosen to follow the EU rather than the USA model.

In the words of Sir Peter Roth in this Liber Amicorum: as competition law has become global, so has Richard Whish.

Richard Whish’s *Competition Law* book (written together with David Bailey since the seventh edition) has become the leading competition law book throughout the EU and in many parts of the world where EU competition law is followed as a model. Students from all over the world have come to London to be one of Richard Whish’s students, and continue enrolling in King’s College

---

London’s distance-learning programme, which he created and continues to run. During the past 35 years, he has taught students from every Member State of the EU and the EEA. Competition authorities and conference organisers throughout Europe, and from South East Asia to Latin America invite him as their speaker of choice to learn about and discuss the latest developments in competition law and policy.

There are no doubt many ingredients to Richard’s extraordinary global success. They include his exceptional capacity to synthesise complex issues and express them in clear and beautiful language, his boundless energy and curiosity, and his personal charm, sense of humour and capacity for friendship.

Richard loves his students, and his students love him. Many of his former students stay in contact with him. Many other competition lawyers and economists have also become his friends. Richard shares with many of them not only his interest in competition law and policy, but also his various other interests, ranging from gardening for conservation (his wonderful garden in Marshfield is devoted to trees, birds and butterflies) to music, and in particular the operas of two other famous Richards, Wagner and Strauss.

This Liber Amicorum truly is a book by friends, coming together from all over the world to honour an exceptional man.
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This Liber Amicorum highlights the global reach of Professor Whish's influence. Enforcers, academics and practitioners from around the world pay tribute to the mastery of competition law that Professor Whish embodies, and has shared with students with trademark erudition and enthusiasm. At this important juncture in the history of the EU and the UK, this tribute is a timely compendium of views from both sides. The legendary 'object box' is analysed anew, along with enforcement issues. It also includes voices from further afield, discussing recent developments in competition law. The diversity of topics covered is testament to the breadth of Professor Whish's authority, and illustrates a legal landscape which he has helped shape through clarity and common sense.
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